Hue
Designed by Jehs+Laub

Hue by Jehs+Laub is an elegant line
of cases with a clean, architectural
look, intended to become one with its
surroundings. The collection begins with
the Lowboard – the shortest case style
at 21 5/8”, with a variety of options for
unique applications. While each case
comes standard with a 1” plinth base, the
Lowboard also offers an optional four-leg
metal base and a wall-mounted option.
Every case is offered with hinged doors in
two, three, four, or five-door widths.
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The Hue Sideboard is an
in-between size at 31 1/2“ high,
great for supplemental case good
applications.
The Lowboard and Sideboard
cases also come with a sliding door
option. The sliding doors feature
a patented mechanism designed
for a more efficient use of space.
This slideboard mechanism allows
the doors to slide in front of one
another, rather than swinging
outward, providing a smooth, quiet,
and efficient method for opening
and closing cases.
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Hue Highboards are the tallest of the standard
cases at 42 1/8“ high. More than just storage units,
Hue can be used in a multitude of formats for open
space planning, conference room storage, or as case
good supplements. Hue’s universal design language
allows it to take on the architectural aesthetic of its
environment.
Most units offer an optional finished back panel perfect
for open applications. The finished back panel is
overlaid for a cleaner look and ideal for units where the
back will be clearly visible.

Standard Back

Finished Back
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The Hue collection also offers wardrobes, ideal for
space separation and creating spaces that work
within the context of a larger design. Wardrobes
are offered in one and two door-widths, and the
single door case is offered as left or right-facing.
The two-door wardrobes are offered with all
interior shelving or with a combination of shelving
and a coat rack. These wardrobes are offered in
two depths, the wider of the two featuring a coat
rack running side-to-side and the narrow option
running front-to-back.
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Hue Paint Colors

Box Drawers

Hanging File Drawer

.67 Aluminum
Silver

.46 Black

.43 Blackberry

.49 Cacao

.44 Cement

.69 Citrus Yellow

.32 Coral

.70 Dusky Rose

.66 Granite

.27 Grey-White

.61 Ice Blue

.39 Ivory

.30 Jade

.51 Night Blue

.62 Ocean

.59 Pebble

.28 Rosewood

.53 Sage

.37 Slate Black

.54 Snow

.68 Steel Blue

.60 Stone Grey

.55 Tangerine

.47 Tomato Red

All Hue cases come standard with a set number of interior shelves, but provide options for additional shelves, box drawers,
and hanging file frames. Shelves are finished to match the cases, as are the box drawer fronts. Quantities of interior
options vary per unit size, but all cases are available with several interior configurations. Each case and wardrobe also has
the option for a door lock.

Essential to Hue’s design is the ability to fit, not only the functional
need, but the aesthetic of any space. Davis is introducing 26 new paint
colors for Hue, a veritable rainbow of options to match any interior.
Hue will also be offered in wood veneer finishes for a more natural
look. Hue’s wood veneers are finished to match Davis’ standard line,

.58 Vanilla
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.40 Wine Red

pairing seamlessly with any Davis table, chair, or auxiliary piece.
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